Grade : I

Sum
mmative Assiignment-2(22018-19)

Q-1. Chooose the corrrect answerrs from the following.
1. Whichh key do we use
u to type numbers?
n
a)) Alphabet

b) Number

2. Whichh key do we use
u to give space
s
betweeen words annd numbers??
a)) Alphabet

b) Space Bar

3. Whichh is the longeest key in thee keyboard?
a)) Space Bar

b) Back Space

4. Pressinng the left mouse
m
buttonn once is callled?
a))Left-Click

b) Grouping

5. To douuble-click th
he mouse preess the left buutton?
a)) Twice

b) Once

6. Tux-paaint can be used
u
for?
a)) Type letterr

b) Draw picturre

7. Tux paaint has tool that we can use to draw
w?
a)) Help box

b)T
Tool box

8. This iss the white sp
pace we draw
w?
a)) Colour box
x

b)Drawing areea

9. This displays
d
a meessage or tips on how to draw?
a)) Colour box
x

b)help box

10. A wirre connect th
he mouse to the?
a)) CPU

b) Monitor

11. Whicch key do wee use to typee letters?
a)) Alphabet key
k

b)N
Number key

Sub::Computer

12. Which key do we use to give space between words and numbers?
a) Space bar

b) Number key

Q-2. Write 'T' for true and 'F' for false.
1. Number key are used to write your name.

[

]

2. A mouse has many keys.

[

]

3. A computer mouse has a scroll wheel.

[

]

4. A computer mouse need food to eat.

[

]

5. The scroll wheel is a part of the mouse.

[

]

6. The left click is used to select items on the monitor.

[

]

7. Pressing the left button of a computer mouse twice quickly is called clicking.

[

]

8. The mouse pointer moves to the right when we move the mouse to the left.

[

]

Q-3. Fill in the blanks.
[ movies, monitor, screen, starters, fill, two, mouse pointer, left click]
1. ________________ are ready made outline of drawing.
2. A computer mouse has _____________ buttons.
3. A ____________________ looks like a television.
4.The face of a monitor is called its ____________________.
5.We can watch _________________ and cartoons on a monitor.
6. _____________ is an option available for the magic tool.
7. The arrow on the screen of the monitor is called the ____________________.
8. We press the left button once to _________________ the mouse.

Q-4. Answer in one word.
1. Which part of a computer helps us to play games?
A _____________________________________________________________________.

2. Which part of a computer looks like a television?
A______________________________________________________________________.
3.Which part of a computer helps us to type?
A _____________________________________________________________________.
4. How many buttons does a mouse have?
A______________________________________________________________________.
5.Which part of the computer know as the brain of the computer?
A______________________________________________________________________.
6. Which key do we use to move the cursor to the next line?
A _____________________________________________________________________.
7. Which key do we use to delete letters and numbers?
A _____________________________________________________________________.

Q-5. Rearrange the letters to name the part of computers:
1. NETRE

_____________________________________

2. BCAKSPACE

_____________________________________

3. NMUBER

_____________________________________

4. LFET BUTTON

_____________________________________

5. SCLLOR WHEEL

_____________________________________

Q-6. Change the underline word to correct these sentences. Write the correct word in the
blank.
1. We use key to write in a notebook.

________________________

2. Whatever we type can be seen on the mouse.

________________________

3. We use the number key to type the words and sentences. ________________________
4. We use the enter key to type numbers.

________________________

5. A computer mouse has a roll wheel.

________________________

6. The space bar is the shortest key on the keyboard.

________________________

Q-7. Label the parts of the mouse.

Q-8. Match the following.

